
I.                   Search Defined in 627.7711(4) as the compiling of title information from 
official or public records.

II.               Examination of documents, 
which includes the following 
functions:

Evaluating results of a reasonable title search and other 
information uncovered. (Primary Title Service-627.7711(1)(b))

A.                 Examining documents uncovered in title searchB.                 Isolating possible underwriting objections and requirements found in documents for in depth evaluation

Agent Activities to Be Included in Data Call

2. When items are done simultaneously, assign 50% of hours to each item (for example, when documents are examined as part of 
the search).

1. Specify annual hours spent on each item disignated by Roman numerals and the unique hourly cost per item. (Alternatively: 
Estimate percentage of time spent on each item.) The subcategories designated by letters or Arabic numerals are for illustrative 
purposes only. Their hourly costs or percentages of time spent on those items need not be recorded.

3. Related non-personnel costs and overhead costs are captured in the main data call section.
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III.             Determination of 
insurability, which includes the 
following functions:

Determination of underwriting objections (exceptions) and 
requirements for commitment, preparing commitment (adding 
exceptions and requirements to it), and issuing commitment. 
(Primary Title Service-627.7711(1)(b))A.                 Ordering and evaluating surveyB.                 Ordering lien and mortgage payoff InquiriesC.                 Uncovering and evaluating liensD.                 Uncovering and evaluating other covenantsE.                 Uncovering and evaluating judgmentsF.                  Uncovering and evaluating legal proceedings in processG.                 Uncovering and evaluating HAO/Condominium assessmentsH.                Uncovering and evaluating boundary disputesI.                   Verifying payment of property taxesJ.                    Evaluating Vesting deedK.                 Evaluating Easements
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L.                  Reviewing Plats/CCRsM.               Reviewing complex title issues1.                   Mineral rights2.                   Fissionable materials reserved to federal government3.                   Sovereign rights4.                   Tribal rights5.                   Riparian rights6.                   Probate7.                   Divorce8.                   Foreclosure9.                   Bankruptcy10.               Short sales11.               Reverse mortgageN.                Making decisions as to which exceptions to include in commitment and crafting their wording 
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O.                 Making decisions as to which requirements to include in commitment and crafting their wording 
IV.             Curative Efforts, which 
includes the following functions:

Clearance of underwriting objections and requirements for 
insuring and issuing policy. (Primary Title Service-627.7711(1)(b))

A.                 Obtaining releases on liens and mortgage B.                 Curing defective instruments C.                 Clearing physical property issues 
D.                 Curing estate and family ownership issues E.                 Curing legal description issues F.                  Curing other issues discovered in Section III C above G.                 Preparation and issuance of policy1.                   Verifying proper clearance of underwriting objections 
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2.                   Verifying proper completion of underwriting requirements 3.                   Deciding on which exception to include in policy4.                   Deciding on which endorsements to attach to policy 
V.                   Closing, which includes the 
following functions:

Closing Services as defined in 627.7711(1)(a)

A.                 Review and follow lender’s closing instructions B.                 Take measures to avoid Closing Protection Letter claims C.                 Review contract/title order for document preparation information D.                 Prepare documents for closing E.                 Conducting the closing F.                  Execution of documents G.                 Escrow matters, including the handling of funds related to the closingH.                File documents and Completion of Reqirements to Perfect Instruments
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